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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Ukraine crisis is such a harrowing event and it took a 

huge number of victims whereas the tension between Russia, 

the west, and Ukraine remain to exist. The author has 

examined each chapter thoroughly and carefully pick the most 

valid data from the internet, books, articles, journals. In the 

second chapter, the author has explained how the international 

politics work in which the dynamics of it is quite fluctuating, 

why war and conflict is extremely inevitable, and how many 

times NATO have involved in a conflict whether involved 

militarily or not. In the third chapter, the author emphasized on 

the Ukraine crisis diametrically and explains how is the 

conflict, when it all started, what is the caused, and how many 

parties are involving.  

In the fourth chapter, the author have provided the 

strategy of NATO in solving Ukraine crisis and it is pretty 

clear that after all of the evidence which can be seen, it is 

pretty obvious that even though NATO is having a positive 

response towards Ukraine intentions in joining NATO and 

NATO gives special treatment by creating the Comprehensive 

Assistance Packag for Ukraine and generally creating the 

Membership Action Plan, nevertheless, based on the 

perspective of the author, NATO will not involved militarily 

towards the crisis. 

NATO cannot give a special attention to Ukraine because 

they have many other important tasks to do in which costs a 

lot of money. Nonetheless, NATO and its member states have 

provided a lot for Ukraine. Henceforth, seeing the number of 

casualties NATO invlolvement is really necessary, and if 

Ukraine officially accepted as a member, they somehow have 

to be self-sufficient, because military engagement to fight 

against Russia is impossible for some reasons. NATO would 

not afford to victimize themselves, see NATO consists of 

several European countries such France, and Germany, and 

many of those European countries somehow have a complex 
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economic entanglement and neediness towards Russia even 

though they put such heavy sanctions towards Russia. 

If some exceptions are made even though it may be 

sounded superficial, impossible, and against all international 

relations odd, however if the different perspectives between 

Russia and the west could comprehend properly, it can be a 

good start for both of them for an example will be EU along 

with Russia and the EU could manage to cooperate in working 

to ensure the world stability, enhance the capability in order to 

encounter the global terrorism, supporting the conventional 

weaponry usage limitation in the Middle East and also 

Eurasian region.82 

 NATO and Russia could go hand in hand with 

strengthening the global security by forming some kind of 

bilateral relationship by eradicating the term "old enemy" 

NATO could probably call Russia as a "strategic partner" to 

minimize or even resolve the Ukraine crisis. If later on Russia-

NATO relation is established, firstly something that likely to 

happen is the Russia-west tension will be reduced. 

Nevertheless, if this utopian prediction happens, NATO should 

watch their back just in case Russia turns against them, and the 

last things is to welcoming Russia to be more integrated to the 

international system rather than keep gerrymandering the 

position internationally.83 
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